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Models for 
Undergraduate Project Courses 

in Software Engineering 

Abstract: The software engineering course provides undergraduates with an op
portunity to learn something about real-world software development. Since soft
ware engineering is far from being a mature engineering discipline, it is not pos
sible to define a completely satisfactory syllabus. Content with a sound basis is in 
short supply, and the material most often taught is at high risk of becoming obso
lete within a few years. 

Undergraduate software engineering courses are now offered in more than a 
hundred universities. Although three textbooks dominate the market, there is not 
yet consensus on the scope and form of the course. The two major decisions an 
instructor faces are the balance between technical and management topics and 
the relation between the lecture and project components. We discuss these two 
decisions, with support from sample syllabi and survey data on course offerings in 
the United States and Canada. We also offer some advice on the management of 
a project-oriented course. 

1. Introduction 
For most undergraduate students, an upper-level software engineering course provides the 
best opportunity to learn about "real-world" software development: group projects, large-
scale design, integration of software with larger systems, applying theory in practical set
tings, understanding clients' requirements, models of the development life cycle, configu
ration management, quality assurance, maintenance, and so on. In many universities, it is 
our last and best chance to show students that developing a real software system is not at 
all the same as writing a programming assignment that will be graded and thrown away. 
The course is most often taken by students about to enter the work force as programmers; 
our experience is that corporate recruiters are very enthusiastic about the things students 
learn in these courses. 

Versions of the software engineering project course have been offered for nearly twenty 
years, but despite that extended history the course is far from standard in either content or 
format. A great deal of material is available—much more than can be covered in a quarter 
or a semester—so the course design problem is one of selecting the subset to present and 
the viewpoint from which to present it. 

Any curriculum design task is in part a resource allocation task. The problem is determining 
the amount of content that can be presented, constrained by the scarce resources of class 
time, student energy, and testing attention, among other factors. The evaluation criterion for 
selecting content is benefit to the student through his or her career, and we often describe 
course content having this durable value as "fundamental." Along with fundamental mate-
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rial, software engineering includes techniques (often management strategies) that are cur
rently useful but are likely to be superseded as fundamental material emerges. As a result, 
the challenge to the software engineering instructor is to find meaty, substantive material 
that will continue to be significant to the student over many years. 

An instructor faces two major decisions in selecting a strategy for the software engineering 
course. The first is what balance to strike between technical issues of software design and 
development on the one hand and project management topics on the other. Section 2 dis
cusses the considerations that affect this decision. The instructor's second decision is how 
to allocate class effort between project work and lectures—and how to coordinate the two. 
Section 3 describes several course models that make different tradeoffs on this dimension, 
and Section 4 discusses the kinds of projects used in undergraduate courses. 

In doing this analysis we had the benefit of the Software Engineering Institute's survey of 
software engineering courses [84] and personal contact with some two dozen instructors. 
Section 5 and the appendix present some objective data from the spring 1990 survey, in
cluding the position of the courses in the curriculum and the textbooks in use. 

To put flesh on the bones of this overview, Sections 6 through 10 present the plans of sev
eral versions of the course, including syllabi of actual offerings, outlines of textbooks, and 
curriculum designs. 

Finally, no matter which decision the instructor makes on the two major questions of content 
and organization, any course with a significant group-project component presents several 
special problems. Section 11 notes some of these and suggests ways to deal with them. 

Software engineering education has regularly been singled out for special attention. An ear
ly workshop was held in 1976 [129]. An annual series of workshops on software engineer
ing education has been sponsored since 1986 by the Software Engineering Institute 
[57, 48,50, 56,39]. Papers on particular topics also appear regularly in the ACM SIGCSE 

Bulletin and in special issues of other professional journals. 
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2. Content Balance: Technical versus Management 
Traditionally, engineering is defined as "creating cost-effective solutions to practical prob
lems by applying scientific knowledge to building things in the services of mankind" [114]. 
Against that standard, the phrase "software engineering" is a statement of aspiration, not a 
description of accomplishment. Nevertheless, we face a crying need to get better control 
over the software development task and to do so in the short term. 

Engineering disciplines have historically emerged from ad hoc practice in two stages. They 
are rooted in the exploitation of a technology by individual craftsmen. As the technology 
becomes more significant, management and uniform production techniques are developed 
to support a stable market. Problems with production in this commercial setting stimulate 
the development of a supporting science. As the science matures, it merges with estab
lished practice to enable a professional engineering practice rooted in the science [114]. 
Figure 1 depicts this evolution. 

Science 

Production 

Craft 

Professional 
Engineering 

Figure 1: Evolution of an Engineering Discipline 

Certainly the software development task is appropriately an engineering problem: it involves 
"creating cost-effective solutions to practical problems." What's currently lacking is wide
spread routine application of scientific knowledge to a wide range of practical design tasks. 
Some science is mature, most notably algorithms, data structures, and compiler construc
tion theory; however, the current demands are far ahead of the scientific base. In other 
words, the field of software engineering is still immature; but the situation is improving, albeit 
more slowly than need requires. 

In the absence of a mature scientific base, developers of large software systems resort to 
establishing routine practices which, even if ad hoc, will nevertheless guide programmers to 
relatively predictable outcomes. As a result, the "software engineering" label is being ap-
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plied to a set of management topics such as project planning, cost/schedule estimation, and 
team organization. 

These topics may represent best current practice, but: 

• The pipeline of scientific results with practical utility is filling, particularly in spe
cific application areas. 

• Course energy will have the highest payoff if invested in the most durable con
tent. 

• Use of the "engineering- label for what are essentially management topics may 
preempt its use for real engineering techniques—and may even divert attention 
from the cultivation of those techniques. 

Here lies the source of the instructor's dilemma: whether to emphasize the mature science 
or the current practice. The former is less applicable at present but has been refined 
enough to retain its value for years to come. The latter represents useful skills that may 
become obsolete—and may also be inefficient in course time per unit of content. The deci
sion is complicated by the need to present material that is required simply to enable stu
dents to carry out a sizable group project.1 For concreteness, we list here typical technical 
and management topics. It is difficult to fully separate the two, for a given subject can 
sometimes be approached with either emphasis. For example, "configuration management" 
has both technical content (formal methods of system description) and management as
pects (composition and activities of a configuration control board). This dichotomy exists for 
several other areas within the scope of software engineering: life cycle models, quality as
surance, maintenance topics, etc. 

Technical engineering topics 

• Abstraction and specification, and their proper use in design 
• Formal methods of requirements specification and of verification 
• Large-scale data, including scientific, commercial database, and Al issues 
• Security and reliability 
• Distributed systems, including synchronization/atomicity and network communi

cation 
• Real-time systems 
• Concepts of prototyping 
• Development of metrics for measuring quality factors 
• System description languages 

1An additional argument for including management topics arises from employers' needs: it has been our 
experience that students with a solid background in software engineering currently advance quite rapidly after 
graduation to team leadership positions in which they need to know those skills. In one instance, a Carnegie 
Mellon graduate found himself leading a small independent research and development team in a major aero
space company within four months of leaving school. He reported that his supervisors chose him for the lead 
because he had a better understanding of the overall software development process than more experienced 
computer science graduates who had neither studied software engineering nor, as yet, gained an appreciation 
for the "big picture." 
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• Techniques for software reuse 
• Automated development environments and their characteristics 
• Configuration management 
• Structuring software for maintenance 

Management topics 

• Life cycle models as a framework for development planning 
• Requirements analysis 
• Estimation and tracking 
• Nature and use of development standards 
• Configuration management 
• Development team organization, structured design methods (e.g., Yourdon, 

Jackson, SADT) 
• Tracking progress through internal documents 
• The use of quality assurance 
• Reviews and walkthroughs 
• Maintenance 

In general, the course plans that we have reviewed show a strong management emphasis 
both in the topics discussed in class and in the project work. The most often-used text
books, whose outlines are presented in Section 6, certainly show that emphasis. For com
parison, an example of a course based on a technical theme, in this case abstraction, is 
given in Section 7. We can suggest several reasons for the predominance of courses with a 
management emphasis: 

• The most popular texts spend a considerable percentage of their content dis
cussing life cycle models, management issues relating to organizing software 
teams, quality assurance and configuration management from the standpoint of 
their organizational impact rather than their technical activity, etc.; this textual 
emphasis creeps into the syllabi of inexperienced instructors. 

• Instructors with industrial experience recognize that the chief failings of soft
ware projects in the commercial world are not technical but are problems such 
as poor effort and resource estimates, poor communication, and lack of config
uration management and quality assurance. 

• A certain amount of management material is needed to keep a group project 
running well. Since this material is qualitatively different from the topics stu
dents are accustomed to seeing in computer science courses, it is likely to be 
more time-consuming to teach. 

• Most of the students plan to go directly into industry after graduation, and the 
software engineering course is the only place in the undergraduate computer 
science curriculum where these topics can be adequately taught. 

Alas, these reasons put vocational considerations ahead of the traditional criteria of curric
ulum design. 
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Until very recently, the technical issues associated with software engineering fit quite well 
within the course alongside the management issues—there was so little to discuss that 
there was plenty of class time for both. The students usually enter the course with a solid 
grounding in program construction, so the challenge appeared to be meshing the manage
ment techniques with the software development techniques. Software engineering as a 
technical discipline has hardly stood still: formal methods, new design paradigms, and other 
technical topics are squeezing the syllabus from one end, while process maturity models, 
post-development management issues, and other management topics are squeezing it from 
the other. There is now a very real need to make decisions on content that are different from 
the decisions early in the last decade. 

Various decisions about the balance of technical and management topics can be supported 
for different institutional settings and variations on the basic objective of learning about "real-
worldH software. But to justify the title "software engineering," the course must convey to 
students the engineering point of view: that engineering of software involves generating al
ternative designs and selecting—for good reasons—the ones that best resolve conflicting 
constraints and requirements of the ultimate customer. 
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3. Models of the Undergraduate Software Engineering 
Course 

Beginning software engineering courses have been taught with content that crosses a range 
from no project work at all to highly intensive project work. Figure 2 is an illustration of the 
spectrum of courses. The models described in this section are drawn from extensive dis
cussions with instructors of these courses over seven years, augmented by the literature. 

Software 
Engineering 
as 
Artifact 

Topical 
Approach 

Small 
Group 
Project 

Large 
Project 
Team 

Project-Only 

Lecture [ Discussion Project 

Figure 2: Models of the One-Semester Course 

An underlying assumption of these models is that students enter the course with the tech
nical background of program construction gained in the prerequisite courses, and the pur
pose of the software engineering course is to demonstrate how this technical material is 
applied in the context of large-scale software development. Students are expected to have 
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knowledge and skills in the application of high-level programming languages, especially 
those that emphasize structure and abstraction, knowledge of machine organization 
(perhaps demonstrated by facility with assembly language), and grounding in the fundamen
tal principles and algorithms of computer science. Further, students should be good writers 
and should have senior standing. This last requirement is to ensure that the students have 
had some upper-division courses such as theory, compiler design, or survey of program
ming languages, and that they have some maturity in both their academic and personal 
lives. Jon Bentley once observed that a useful prerequisite for the study of software engi
neering is that the student "should have been married at least once." This is not strictly 
enforced(l), but the students should have some ability to communicate and work together 
somewhat harmoniously. 

3.1. The "Software Engineering as Artifact" Model 
The leftmost model illustrates the subject taught almost entirely by lecture, with some inter
action among the instructor and students, mostly relating to questions and difficult points. 
There are two advantages of this approach: there is easily enough time in either a 10-week 
quarter or 16-week semester to present the major concepts of software engineering; and the 
absence of a project means that the students can concentrate on the issues the instructor 
wants to discuss rather than the "crisis of the week." The major disadvantage is that teach
ing software engineering without doing it is as bad as teaching piano playing by the lecture 
method. Many issues in software engineering, particularly in communication and configu
ration control, simply cannot be appreciated in the absence of experience. Because most 
projects that fail do so because of deficiencies in those two areas, we would be doing our 
students an injustice by not exposing them to the problems inherent in actually working on 
software products. Due to the nature of these courses (and for reasons discussed in Section 
2), instructors often follow the plan described in Section 6, "Life Cycle Emphasis." 

3.2. The "Topical Approach" Model 
Although the "topical approach" model is another all-talk, no-action model, it has the advan
tage of in-depth exploration of some aspects of the subject. Usually used at the graduate 
level, the lecture part of the course is roughly the same as in the previous model, but it is 
supplemented by weekly presentations by the students. Each student is assigned a topic 
(such as object-oriented design, automated specification tools, and verification of real-time 
software), reads two or three papers on it, and conducts a seminar for the other students. 
Here a succinctly written text such as one by Fairley [47] or Sommerville [118] can be used 
to back up the main lectures, while the students provide their own reading material for the 
discussion sessions. Alternatively, essay collections such as Brooks [24] or Mills [89] can 
feed the discussions. Yourdon's publishing arm has also produced a pair of collections of 
outstanding papers in software engineering [134,135], though some are becoming dated. 
Again, even though there are additional readings, these courses often follow the plan in 
Section 6. 
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3.3. The "Small Group Project" Model 
The "small group project" model includes a project as part of the course, for the positive 
reasons discussed above. Currently the most common model of the software engineering 
course, it makes a fairly even division between project work and class work. Typically, stu
dents are divided into teams of three to five members each. The projects chosen are often 
familiar to the students and can be completed in a single term. However, the limited course 
effort dedicated to the project necessarily limits its size and scope. 

In Kant's presentation of this model [69], she suggests some projects: a string-handling 
package for standard Pascal, a reservation system for the computer center's terminal room, 
and an interactive text editor, among others. This model provides the students with some of 
the experience needed to apply the software engineering concepts discussed in class. 
However, the model is deficient in its ability to give students experience with the critical dif
ficulties inherent in programming-in-the-large. 

The use of a small project, small teams and, often, fictitious customers may simply extend 
the programming-in-the-small experience normally gained in computer science courses. 
However, adequate attention to configuration management and quality assurance can bring 
in larger project issues. One way of taking advantage of the manageability of small teams 
while still teaching something about programming-in-the-large is to use the course organi
zation described in Section 10, "Even Balance of Management, Engineering, and Tools." 
Another reason that small teams are used is that the start of the project is delayed until 
about the middle of the term so that some prerequisite technical material can be taught [63]. 
This often happens when instructors use the course plan described in Section 7, 
"Abstraction Emphasis." 

3.4. The "Large Project Team" Model 
The "large group project" model posits that the best way to learn techniques for dealing with 
programming-in-the-large (which often means dealing with programming-in-the-many) is to 
conduct a large team project within the class. Typically, there is one project, usually one 
piece of deliverable software; often there is also a real customer, who provides a form of 
motivation different from grades. If we accept that a central objective of the course is to 
immerse the student in a practical, real-life software product development process, then this 
is how to do it. The figure indicates, quite correctly, that the majority of the work the stu
dents do is on the project. Many instructors object to this model because they feel that it is 
too difficult to manage. Not so. If it is too difficult to manage a project team of 15 to 30 
students, how is it possible to manage a real-life corporate development team of 15 to 30 
software engineers? The authors have run introductory courses using this model at least 10 
times, in general quite successfully.2 Even with partial failure, the students learn more 

2Examples of other instructors successfully managing this sort of course are described in [94] and [110]. 
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about real software engineering with this model than with any other. The key for the instruc
tors is to remember the following: 

The students are doing the project You are not You are managing the project 
which means that you are delegating nearly all aspects of the process to the 
students. 

In this model, the students are organized in one large team with different roles such as 
those found in industrial software development environments. For example, some students 
may be designers, others quality assurance personnel, still others configuration managers. 
The students remain in these roles for the duration of the course, and learn about the activi
ties associated with other roles through normal interaction with other team members while 
developing the software. In Sections 9 and 10, we describe implementations of this model. 

3.5. The "Project Only" Model 
The fifth column in Figure 2 represents the "project only" model: the entire course is a proj
ect, and the various topics of software engineering are learned and applied by immersion. 
This model is often found as the capstone experience of master's level software engineering 
programs, but several universities also allow undergraduates to take such a course, organ
izing the resulting teams with the graduate students in leadership positions and the under
graduates subordinate to them. The undergraduates learn by doing. The course plan in 
Section 8.2 is a version of this model, in which students pursue independent projects after 
taking a course that integrates project and lecture. 

3.5.1. T h e "Separate Lecture and Lab" Model 
In many ways, this model is a combination of the courses represented by columns one and 
five of Figure 2. Though nominally linked by related course numbering, software engineering 
lecture courses with separate labs have coordination reminiscent of freshman physics 
courses of twenty years ago. The amount of coordination is strongly related to whether or 
not the course instructor is also the lab instructor. 
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4. Project Styles 
Independent of the organization that connects the lecture and project components of the 
course, several styles of projects are available. They differ primarily in the degree to which 
they stretch the student beyond traditional programming assignments and in the amount of 
interaction among the students taking the course. They also differ in emphasis and in the 
amount of instructor effort required. 

In virtually all project courses, students are organized into teams. The major parameters in 
the project decision are: 

• Does the project stand alone, or does it involve integrating hardware or soft
ware components from other sources? 

• Is the project specified by the instructor, by the class (as the first task of the 
course), or by an external client? How detailed is this specification, and how 
much work must the students do to make the requirements precise? 

• Do all teams complete the same assignment, or do the teams develop separate 
components and integrate them? 

• Does each student play all roles in the project team, or is there specialization of 
individuals or teams? 

• Is the emphasis on the technical development of software, on the organization 
and management of the team, on the interaction with the client (e.g., for re
quirements and delivery), or on something else? 

Some of the common points in the space defined by these parameters are in the taxonomy 
of project styles described below.3 

4.1. Toy Project 
The class is divided into teams of 3-5 students; each team gets the same task, pre-specified 
by the instructor. In a variant, each team creates its own specification, perhaps within a 
given scope such as "create a computer game using this interface/library.M 

The advantages of this project style are that it teaches teamwork in a small group and it 
results in a large-ish program, but it rarely addresses requirements or integration. It is prob
ably the simplest to manage from the instructor's viewpoint, and teaching assistants can be 
effectively used as advisors to groups. Also, where there is a mix of graduate and under
graduate students in a course, the graduate students often lead the small teams. However, 
this style fails to transcend the development methods effective for most smaller programs 
and often ignores configuration management and other issues important to programming-in-

3Two other studies of undergraduate software engineering courses also have taxonomies of project styles. 
Thayer and Endres [122] specify 11 examples of courses and projects, while Leventhal and Mynatt [78] derived 
only 3. These analyses make roughly the same distinctions as we have, but they do not clearly distinguish the 
separate concerns about project size (Section 3) and project style (this section). 
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the-large. Despite these disadvantages, Leventhal and Mynatt [78] report that 40% of all 
software engineering courses use this style. 

4.2. Mix-and-Match Components 
In this project style, the software product requires several components. Small teams devel
op each component (to precise specification), and several versions of the final software 
result from integrating different collections. 

One instantiation of this style is Homing's "Software Hut" [64]. The project requires half to a 
third as many components as there are teams. In the first stage of the project, each team 
develops one component then "buys" components from other teams and "sells" its own, so 
each team gets a complete set. In the second stage, each team integrates components to 
produce a complete system. A third stage, requiring another round of sales and a modifi
cation task, may follow. 

This project style teaches many of the same topics as the "large programming assignment" 
style; additionally, it gives the students some experience with rigidly defined interface speci
fications and integration techniques on a larger scale. The concept of software reuse can 
also be vividly demonstrated. Management of this style is nearly the same as for "toy 
project." 

4.3. Project for an External Client 
The student teams work oh components of a product for an external client, integrate results, 
and then pass an acceptance test set by the client. This project style teaches teamwork, 
project organization, requirements extraction and representation, integration, and client rela
tions. From the course management perspective, this style potentially requires much work 
from the instructor, especially on "customer relations." Whereas a simulated economy such 
as Software Hut is designed to be competitive, this style is intended to be cooperative—the 
success of all depends on successful delivery. 

As described in Sections 9 and 10, either a group of small teams or a single large team can 
implement the project. Experience shows that the motivation of the students is significantly 
higher with an external client, most probably due to the prospect of seeing their software in 
actual use, perhaps by their peers. 

4.4. Individual Projects 
In this project style, each team has a separate project. Often the teams have clients outside 
the course; for example, the campus computing facility or departmental research projects. 
These clients are usually identified by the instructor. The course may be chaotic from a 
management standpoint, especially if it is essentially an independent-study course for 
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groups of students rather than individuals. Otherwise, this style has many of the same fea
tures as the other small-team approaches. The laboratory course described in Section 8.2 
is an example of an individual project course. 
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5. Survey of Software Engineering Courses 
The Software Engineering Institute periodically conducts a survey of software engineering 
degree programs and courses [84]. The survey originally queried schools with graduate 
programs in computing and information systems; later it was extended to include schools 
with undergraduate offerings in those areas. The survey reported in April 1990 included 12 
software engineering degree programs and courses at 165 schools in the United States and 
Canada. The 12 degree programs all lead to a master's degree and are not considered 
here. 

The reporting from school to school was not uniform: some included software-related 
courses that do not appear to be at all like the course of interest here. After deleting a 
variety of courses in subjects such as data structures, artificial intelligence, security, and 
networking, we summarized the reported data on the remaining courses. After this pruning, 
the survey found 472 courses at the 165 institutions. Details are provided in the appendix. 

A total of 126 schools reported 205 software engineering courses explicitly open to under
graduates. Of these, 144 were reported to be undergraduate courses and 61 were open to 
both graduates and undergraduates. Because the survey pool is biased in favor of schools 
with strong computing programs, it is reasonable to expect that the survey will find a greater 
percentage of undergraduate software engineering offerings than in the college and univer
sity population at large. Thus the availability of software engineering courses to under
graduates in only 75% of those schools suggests a substantially weaker market penetration 
overall. We speculate that the reasons might include resource constraints, shortage of fac
ulty prepared to teach the course, or the fact that the course is listed only as an elective in 
"Curriculum 78" [2], the most recent recommendation from the professional organizations. 
Note, however, that more than half of the purely undergraduate courses are reported in the 
survey as required courses. 

The most common course titles among the undergraduate courses are shown in Table 1. 
When we grouped these titles into rough categories, we found 87 software engineering 
courses (42%), 41 courses concerned with particular stages of the life cycle (20%), 28 proj
ect courses (14%), and assorted others. 

Number Course Name 

30 Software Engineering (one term) 
17 Software Design and Development, SW Design, SW Development, etc. 
13 Systems Analysis and Design, Systems Analysis, Structured System Design, etc. 
9 Introduction to Software Engineering 
9 Software Engineering Project, Senior Project 
8 Software Methodology, Programming Methodology 
7 Software Engineering I and II (two terms) 

Table 1: Most Common Titles for Undergraduate Software Engineering Courses 
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Leventhal and Mynatt [78] surveyed software engineering courses in 240 of the 820 under
graduate computer science programs listed in ACM's 1984 administrative directory. With a 
25% response rate, they found 35 courses that match the portion of the SEI survey reported 
here. The most commonly used course title was "Software Engineering" or some variant (19 
of 35); an additional 9 course titles referred to specific stages in the life cycle; the remaining 
7 course titles were related to software development. 

Well over a hundred textbooks are mentioned in the SEI survey; the vast majority are used 
in only one or two courses. Even when a textbook is assigned for a course, the course does 
not necessarily follow the text closely. However, of the information provided by the survey, 
the text and the course title are the best indicators of content. Table 2 lists the dozen or so 
most frequently used textbooks for all the courses surveyed, together with the number of 
times the textbook was cited for courses open to undergraduates. These account for about 
60% of the courses. The appendix extends the list and compares graduate to undergrad
uate text selection. 

CITES TEXTBOOK 

All Open to UGs 

60 38 Pressman, Software Engineering: A Practitioner's Approach [104] 
46 31 Sommerville, Software Engineering [118] 
46 29 Fairley, Software Engineering Concepts [47] 
32 20 manuals on languages and tools 
32 5 selected readings 
26 18 Booch, Software Engineering with Ada [21] 
20 12 Brooks, 777© Mythical Man-Month [24] 
15 1 Shooman, Software Engineering: Design, Reliability, and Management[116] 
10 4 Yourdon, Modern Structured Analysis [136] 
10 2 Conte, Software Engineering Metrics and Models [35] 
9 5 Liskov, Abstraction and Specification in Program Development [80] 
9 5 Myers, The Art of Software Testing [92] 
9 5 Page-Jones, The Practical Guide to Structured Systems Design [98] 
8 8 Lamb, Software Engineering: Planning for Change [77] 

Table 2: Commonly Used Software Engineering Texts 
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6. Course Plan: Life Cycle Emphasis 
College courses often use textbooks as resources rather than follow them strictly. However, 
the textbooks certainly show how their authors intended the courses to be structured. When 
an instructor is not fully confident of the subject matter, the text organization often prevails. 
In the case of the three dominant texts, this means that the waterfall life cycle model drives 
the course organization, with the emphasis heavily on the six stages of project planning, 
requirements analysis and specification, design, implementation, validation, and mainte
nance. Other topics are discussed, but often in an order that actually precludes good soft
ware development practice. For example, material on configuration management is 
relegated to the back of the texts, giving the impression that it either comes into play at that 
point in a software project or it is so unimportant as to be a candidate for exclusion if the 
other topics fill the semester. 

The life cycle emphasis is clearest in Fairley's text [47], whose outline is given below in de
tail. The same emphasis is visible in Pressman [104] and Sommerville [118], for which we 
give only short outlines. 

6.1. Fairley: Software Engineering Concepts 

Objectives (from the Preface): Primary goals for this text are to acquaint students with the basic 
concepts and major issues of software engineering, to describe current tools and techniques, and 
to provide a basis for evaluating new developments. Many different techniques are presented to 
illustrate basic concepts, but no single technique receives special attention.... The layout of the 
text follows the traditional software life cycle: an introductory chapter is followed by chapters on 
planning, cost estimation, and requirements definition. These are followed by chapters on design, 
implementation issues, and modern programming languages. Chapters on quality assessment and 
software maintenance conclude the text. This layout should not be taken as an indication that the 
phased life cycle approach to software development is the only method presented in the text. The 
use of prototypes and successive versions is emphasized throughout the text and in the term 
project material. 

Chapter Outline: 

1. Introduction to Software Engineering 

• Some Definitions 
• Some Size Factors 
• Quality and Productivity Factors 
• Managerial Issues 
• Overview of the Text 

2. Planning a Software Project 

• Defining the Problem 
• Developing a Solution Strategy 
• Planning the Development Process 
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• Planning an Organizational Structure 
• Other Planning Activities 

3. Software Cost Estimation 

• Software Cost Factors 
• Software Cost Estimation Techniques 
• Staffing-Level Estimation 
• Estimating Software Maintenance Costs 

4. Software Requirements Definition 

• The Software Requirements Specification 
• Formal Specification Techniques 
• Languages and Processors for Requirements Specification 

5. Software Design 

• Fundamental Design Concepts 
• Modules and Modularization Criteria 
• Design Notations 
• Design Techniques 
• Detailed Design Considerations 
• Real-Time and Distributed System Design 
• Test Plans 
• Milestones, Walkthroughs, and Inspections 
• Design Guidelines 

6. Implementation issues 

• Structured Coding Techniques 
• Coding Style 
• Standards and Guidelines 
• Documentation Guidelines 

7. Modem Programming Language Features 

• Type Checking 
• Separate Compilation 
• User-Defined Data Types 
• Data Abstraction 
• Scoping Rules 
• Exception Handling 
• Concurrency Mechanisms 
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8. Verification and Validation Techniques 

• Quality Assurance 
• Walkthroughs and Inspections 
• Static Analysis 
• Symbolic Execution 
• Unit Testing and Debugging 
• System Testing 
• Formal Verification 

9. Software Maintenance 

• Enhancing Maintainability During Development 
• Managerial Aspects of Software Maintenance 
• Configuration Management 
• Source-Code Metrics 
• Other Maintenance Tools and Techniques 

10. Summary 

• Planning and Cost Estimation 
• Software Requirements Definition 
• Software Design Concepts 
• Implementation Issues 
• Modern Language Features 
• Verification and Validation Techniques 
• Software Maintenance 

6.2. Pressman: Software Engineering: A Practitioner's 
Approach 

Chapter Outline: 

1. Software and Software Engineering 
2. Computer System Engineering 
3. Software Project Planning 
4. Requirements Analysis Fundamentals 
5. Requirements Analysis Methods 
6. Software Design Fundamentals 
7. Data Flow-Oriented Design 
8. Data Structure-Oriented Design 
9. Object-Oriented Design 

10. Real-Time Design 
11. Programming Languages and Coding 
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12. Software Quality Assurance 
13. Software Testing Techniques 
14. Software Testing Strategies 
15. Software Maintenance and Configuration Management 

6.3. Sommerville: Software Engineering 

Major Parts: 

1. Software Specification 
2. Software Design 
3. Programming Practice, Techniques, and Environments 
4. Software Validation 
5. Software Management 
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7. Course Plan: Abstraction Emphasis 
One example of a text that breaks the waterfall organizational paradigm is the one by Liskov 
and Guttag, which concentrates on abstraction as a tool and method for software devel
opment [80]. The authors introduce the technical basis for abstraction and a suitable lan
guage before presenting a model of the software development process. In the latter section, 
they are careful to provide explicit examples of design based on abstraction. In many ways 
this text is a good statement of the fact that there is some available technical underpinning 
for software engineering practice. 

7.1. Liskov and Guttag: Abstraction and Specification in 
Program Development 

Objectives (from the Preface): Good programming involves the systematic mastery of complexity. It 
is not an easy subject to teach. Students must be convinced that programming is not an arcane 
art, but an engineering discipline. There are useful principles that can and should be applied. In 
this book we attempt to shape the way students think about programming by presenting, justifying, 
and illustrating a cohesive doctrine. Our principal tenet is that abstraction and specification must 
be the linchpins of any effective approach to programming. We place particular emphasis on the 
use of data abstraction to produce highly modular programs. 

Chapter Outline: 

1. Introduction 

• Decomposition and Abstraction 
• Abstraction 

2. An Overview of CLU 

• Program Structure 
• Integers, Booleans, and Arrays 
• Objects 
• Declarations and Assignment 
• Procedures 
• Expressions 
• Data Types 
• Input/Output 
• Object-Oriented Programs 

3. Procedural Abstraction 

• The Benefits of Abstraction 
• Specifications 
• Specifications of Procedural Abstractions 
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• Implementing Procedures 
• More General Procedures 
• Designing Procedural Abstractions 

4. Data Abstraction 

• Specifications for Data Abstractions 
• Implementing Data Abstractions 
• Using Data Abstractions 
• Implementing Polynomials 
• Aids to Understanding Implementations 
• Parameterized Data Abstractions 
• Lists 
• Ordered Lists 

5. Exceptions 

• Specifications 
• The CLU Exception Mechanism 
• Using Exceptions in Programs 
• Design Issues 

6. Iteration Abstraction 

• Specifications 
• CLU Iterators 
• Examples 
• Design Issues 

7. Using Pascal 

• Procedure and Function Abstractions 
• Data Abstractions 
• Polymorphic Abstractions 
• Generators 
• A Full Example 

8. More on Specifications 

• Specifications and Specificand Sets 
• Some Criteria for Specifications 
• Why Specifications? 

9. Testing and Debugging 

• Testing 
• Unit and Integration Testing 
• Tools for Testing 
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• Debugging 
• Defensive Programming 

10. Writing Formal Specifications 

• An Introduction to Auxiliary Specifications 
• Interface Specifications of Procedural Abstractions 
• Interface Specifications of Data Abstractions 

11. A Quick Look at Program Verification 

• Reasoning About Straight-Line Code 
• Reasoning About Programs With Multiple Paths 
• Reasoning About Procedures 
• Reasoning About Data Abstractions 
• A Few Remarks About Formal Reasoning 

12. A Preamble to Program Design 

• The Software Life Cycle 
• Requirements Analysis Overview 
• A Sample Problem 

13. Design 

• An Overview of the Design Process 
• The Design Notebook 
• Problem Description 
• Getting Started on a Design 
• Discussion of the Method 
• Continuing the Design 
• The Doc Abstraction 
• The Line Abstraction 

14. Between Design and Implementation 

• Evaluating a Design 
• Ordering the Program Development Process 
• The Relationship of Abstraction to Efficiency 

15. Using Other Languages 

• The Stack Approach 
• Choosing an Approach 
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8. Course Plan: Technical Emphasis 
In the early 1980s, Carnegie Mellon proposed a plan for a complete undergraduate curric
ulum; the curriculum was published in 1985 [113]. The plan included both a project-based 
software engineering course and a follow-on project-only course that provided extended ex
perience. The outline syllabi for those two courses are included here. Note that the prere
quisites include two nonstandard courses: one is about large-scale program organizations 
(architectures); the other combines elements of present comparative-language and compiler 
courses. 

8.1. Software Engineering 
Prerequisites: PROGRAM ORGANIZATIONS [313] 

LANGUAGES, INTERFACES, AND THE IR P R O C E S S O R S [320] 

Description: The student studies the nature of the program development task when many people, 
many modules, many versions, or many years are involved in designing, developing, and main
taining the system. The issues are both technical (e.g., design, specification, version control) and 
administrative (e.g., cost estimation and elementary management). The course will consist primar
ily of working in small teams on the cooperative creation and modification of software systems. 

Rationale: This course extends the advanced program structures course by broadening the scope of 
attention to large-scale systems. This yields a natural progression from individual elements 
(statements or data structures) in F U N D A M E N T A L S T R U C T U R E S O F C O M P U T E R S C I E N C E I A N D II [211/212] 
through module-sized elements in P R O G R A M O R G A N I Z A T I O N S [313] to large systems. Analysis and 
evaluation techniques are included throughout, but the emphasis on estimation and overall effi
ciency is greatest here. In addition, issues of reliability, testing, and implementation and documen
tation of a substantial user interface will be addressed here. 

Objectives: At the end of this course, a student will be able to: 

• Understand the issues in large-scale software development 
• Participate as a team member in such a development 
• Write specifications for simple modules that will be combined with other modules 

• Implement a program or module that satisfies such a specification 

Ideas: This course will be the primary carrier of the following: 

• Complexity of large-scale software and tools for dealing with it 

It will reinforce or share responsibility for: 

• Significance of tools for developing software 

Topic Outline: 

1. Elementary management 
2. Cost estimation (of routines and larger code units) 
3. Multiple people, versions, years, modules, modifications 
4. Advanced design and specification; decomposition into modules 
5. Programming-in-the-large 
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6. Properties of systems 

• Reliability 
• Generality 
• Efficiency 
• Complexity 
• Compatibility 
• Modularity 
• Sharing 

7. System design and development principles 

• Design tradeoffs 
• Computer system reliability, speed, capacity, cost 
• Development methodologies and tools 
• Design automation 
• Program specification 
• Maintenance and release policy (test sites, etc.) 
• Rapid prototyping and partial evaluation 
• Protection and security 
• Resource allocation 
• System evaluation and development aids 

8. Modification, planning for modification 
9. Making implementation meet specifications 

10. Models and modeling 

• System modeling (version control) 
• What models are and how to use/construct them 
• Empirical versus analytic models 
• Validation 
• Specific models (at this level, introduction only) 

• Queuing-theoretic models for operating systems and hardware 
• Productivity and life-cycle models (esp. their limitations) 

11. Monitoring tools and techniques for improving efficiency 
12. Human factors, user interfaces 
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13. Examples of systems 

• Large software systems, some involving concurrency issues 
• Distributed systems 
• Compilers, operating systems 
• Batch versus time-sharing systems 
• File management 
• System accounting 
• The multiprogramming executive (MPX) operating system 
• Process control 

14. Current state of the art: APSEs, Gandalf, etc. 
15. Software systems 

• Systems and utility programs 
• System structure 
• Parallelism in operating systems 

• Mutual exclusion 
• Synchronization 

16. Programming style and techniques 

• Table-driven schemes 

17. Management, societal, economic, and legal aspects 

• Computing economics: acquisition and operation 
• Copyrights, licensing and patents, computer crime 

18. Documentation 
19. Software systems 

• Memory management 
• File systems 
• Directories 
• Backup and recovery 
• Permanent and transient data: caching, buffering, atomic transactions, stable 

storage 
• Redundancy, encoding, encryption 
• Database management systems (DBMS) 
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Resource Requirements (software): 

• A program development environment will be essential. 

Implementation Considerations and Concerns: 

• It is imperative that students use the best available tools for version control, text editing, etc. 
Students will invariably draw on their experiences in actual system development rather than on 
what they have read or heard in lectures. 

• Because the majority of learning in this course is by doing, a traditional course format may not 
be best. In addition to giving lectures, the instructor should spend time counseling teams, 
walking them through code-reading sessions, etc. A known problem with many software engi
neering courses taught in the past is that students become so involved with the project that 
they ignore the material in lecture. This has been partially addressed by including a large 
number of (hopefully) interesting topics not usually taught in software engineering courses. 

8.2. Software Engineering Lab 
Prerequisites: vary with the individual arrangement 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING [413] 
Description: This course is intended to provide a vehicle for real-world software engineering experi

ence. Students will work on existing software that is or will soon be in service. In a work environ
ment, students will experience first-hand the pragmatic arguments for proper design, documen
tation, and other software practices that often seem to have hollow rationalizations when applied to 
code that a student writes for an assignment and then never uses again. Projects and supervision 
will be individually arranged. 

Rationale: Software engineering issues arise in software that involves many months, many program
mers, many versions, and many modules. These issues are extremely hard to raise in a one-
semester course; they are easier to appreciate by working with real-world projects. This course is 
intended to provide an opportunity for training similar to a clinical practice course in a medical 
school. This will require closer cooperation between the industrial work site and the university than 
an ordinary work-study program would need. Evaluation of students will be shared between uni
versity faculty and the individual(s) managing them in the industrial organization. 

Objectives: At the end of this course, a student will be able to: 

• Apply software engineering principles to large, long-term projects 
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• Work effectively in a programming team 

Ideas: This course will be the primary carrier of the following: 

• Complexity of real-world systems 
• Tools for dealing with that complexity 

Implementation Considerations and Concerns: Getting good projects and good supervision. 

• The people who serve as faculty for this course must be selected carefully. 
• We must be careful not to have this become a "mindless programming for credit" course; the 

students must work on challenging projects that will force them to work with practicing software 
engineers. 
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9. Course Plan: Large Project Management Emphasis 
During the last decade, one of the authors (Tomayko) has frequently taught the introductory 
software engineering course organized in a project-intensive manner. One such offering, in 
1986, was captured in an SEI technical report [123]. The present section contains infor
mation from the fall 1990 version of the course, which is available from the SEI as an educa
tional materials package [124]. It is interesting to compare the two offerings, which are four 
years apart, to note changes in topics and emphasis. For example, the concept of software 
process assessment is absent in 1986; and although risk reduction activity was practiced in 
the earlier course, it was not highlighted as it was later. 

9.1. Project Background 
The project used in this case study is an interactive exhibit that teaches the fundamentals of 
orbital rendezvous. The exhibit is destined for installation in the expansion of the Kansas 
Cosmosphere and Space Center in Hutchinson, Kansas, and is also usable for "Space 
CampM classes held there. Max Ary, the director of the Cosmosphere, requested this soft
ware because he wanted something that would be wcounter-intuitiveM to capture the interest 
of patrons, and orbital mechanics certainly qualified. This project fulfills the criteria outlined 
earlier in this report: it has a real customer and target audience; it represents a challenge for 
the students (who are forced to gain domain knowledge in fields unfamiliar to most of 
them—in this case orbital mechanics and exhibit design); and it can be completed in one 
semester. One factor that MdroveM the eventual project team organization is that the Cos
mosphere had not yet decided between two platforms. They planned to use donated equip
ment to run the software, either an IBM PC/PC-clone or Apple Macintosh. This meant that 
two versions of the software needed to be built from one set of requirements and one de
sign. From the standpoint of the customer, this was an advantage in that cosmetic factors, 
such as the quality of the graphics, could be used to influence the eventual hardware deci
sion. 

9.2. Syllabus 
The syllabus for this course organization takes into consideration the following factors and 
topics: 

Textbooks: Pressman's text contains almost enough information for a project-intensive course, with 
some deficiencies easily moderated by handouts. These deficiencies lie largely in the area of 
formal methods and newer topics such as process assessment. The book is not read in order from 
front to back because the topics are not in the precise order necessary to support the project (or 
any project, for that matter): the discussion of configuration management is in Chapter 15 of 15 
chapters, somewhat late to be of help during the development process. Since the course project 
was related to space flight, the NASA standard for software development was used, with the stu
dents following the mandated outlines for the deliverable documentation. 
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Evaluation: Half the students' time, and subsequently half the grade, resides in the project. Many 
instructors worry about how they are going to assign an individual grade to a student immersed in a 
group. Our method is to make assignments sufficiently well delineated that individuals are respon
sible for one thing or another. The team organization, with its multiple job categories, also helps 
define evaluation criteria. The remaining 50% is divided into exams and a "discretionary fund" 
called "participation." The purpose of this last segment of the evaluation is to provide artificial 
motivation for participating in class discussions and getting along within the groups. It also leaves 
the instructor some subjective room to make final decisions on grades. 

Schedule: The schedule of readings and class activities is carefully constructed to support the project, 
so that the project can reinforce the readings and presentations. Therefore, it is important when 
building the syllabus to schedule items according to some priority order: 

1. Exams: Grades are almost always due at mid-term and at the end of the term, so the 
exams are scheduled first. Note that both hour exams are given in class. The time 
allotted for the final exam, usually three hours, is set aside for a final presentation of 
the substance of the project. This presentation is open to the public and contributes 
to the "participation" grade. 
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2. Project milestones: The more time students spend on requirements analysis, design, 
and preparation for testing, the less time they need for coding and integration. There
fore, one month is devoted to the development of requirements and functional speci
fications, with milestones. Preliminary and detailed design is scheduled for about five 
weeks. Coding is given two weeks, followed by a compressed testing and validation 
period, the compression made possible by division of labor and early quality as
surance activity such as code inspections. Milestones are marked by in-class walk
throughs and reviews of all or part of the documents. These present an opportunity 
to demonstrate walkthrough, review, and inspection techniques. 

3. Class presentations: Lectures and discussions are scheduled last. It is barely pos
sible to stay half a life-cycle stage ahead of the project. The list of topics on this 
syllabus is ambitious but quite attainable. 

Here is a brief description of the topics embodied in the individual class meetings: 

1. Software Engineering: Programs as Products/Life Cycle Models 

• Introduction to the concept of software engineering as opposed to computer 
science or programming. Discussion of software as products to be used by 
other than the developers. Presentation of different life cycle models, such as 
waterfall, rapid prototype, incremental development, etc. The software process 
maturity model and its implications for assessing the effectiveness of the total 
software development effort within a particular organization. [Brooks88; 
Pressman, Ch. 1] 

2. Development Standards/Project Organization 

• Standards for software development, including government standards, IEEE 
standards, and corporate standards. Models of team organization, such as sur
gical team, democratic, and chief programmer. [Brooks75; Humphrey88; 
Mills83; NASA86.] (Note that the appropriate Data Item Descriptions from the 
NASA Standard are discussed when their topics are presented in class.) 

3. Requirements Engineering 

• How requirements are determined. Interactions with customers, marketing, and 
development organizations. Stating requirements and developing the require
ments document. [Pressman, Ch. 2, Ch. 4.1-4.4] 

4. Risk Reduction 

• The concept of risk reduction as applied to software development. The use of 
prototypes. (Note that this particular offering of the course required the devel
opment of a functional prototype to reduce risk in two areas: the user interface 
and the calculation of orbital mechanics. The customer gave feedback on the 
interface to influence the final design.) [Pressman, Ch. 4.5-4.8] 

5. Controlling Disciplines: Quality Assurance and Configuration Management 

• What software QA and configuration management organizations do in a soft
ware project. Relationship of their activities to the developers. Concept of inde
pendent verification and validation. [Harvey86; Pressman Ch. 12, 
Ch. 15.7-15.8] 
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6. Cost, Size, and Manpower Planning 

• These topics relate to project management. Cost estimation techniques and 
methods such as COCOMO. Software size estimating and its relation to 
schedule and cost. Manpower loading on a project over the life cycle. Mythical 
man-month discussion. [Pressman, Ch. 3] 

7. Specification Techniques 

• Formal specification tools and techniques such as on-line tools and data flow 
diagrams. Functional specification development. [Cohen86; Pressman, Ch. 5] 

8. Design Concepts and Methods 

• Survey of design methods: Top-down structured, Jackson, Warnier-Orr, object-
oriented, etc. Advantages and disadvantages of each in differing problem 
domains. [Pressman, Ch. 7-10] 

9. Design Representation 

• Using structure charts, HIPO charts, data flow diagrams, pseudocode, and 
other tools in implementing designs. [Pressman, Ch. 6] 

10. Structured Programming and Implementation Considerations 

• Review of the concepts of structured programming. Discussion of Bohm and 
Jacopini paper [20]. Applying structure to non-structured tools such as as
sembly languages. Coding considerations in FORTRAN and COBOL versus 
Pascal and Ada. [Pressman, Ch. 11] 

11. Software Testing and Integration Concepts 

• Unit testing techniques, white-box versus black-box testing. Concept of 
coverage. Integration methods, such as top-down, bottom-up, and Big Bang. 
Development of testing and integration suites. Code inspections. [Fagan76; 
Pressman, Ch. 13-14] 

12. Verification and Validation 

• Formal verification, concept of validation and acceptance testing. Develop
ment of validation suites. Automated testing. [Pressman, Ch. 14; Han76] 

13. Post-Development Software Evolution 

• The software maintenance problem. Designing for maintenance. Developing a 
maintenance handbook for a software product. Reverse-engineering of soft
ware product documentation to improve maintainability of existing code. Sys
tem description languages and their use. [Pressman, Ch. 15.1-15.6] 

14. User Documentation 

• Characteristics of good user documentation. Writing user documentation if you 
are a developer. Document organization and style; ways to assist the reader. 
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9.3. Flow of the Course 
The students are introduced to the project on the first day. Within a week, the project team is 
organized by the instructor and includes roles in all phases of development: designers, im-
plementors, quality assurance persons, configuration managers, and the important role of 
principal architect, who is responsible for overseeing the key development phases. The stu
dents actually apply for these "jobs" and are interviewed for them by the instructor.4 

The analysis and design team begins the task of establishing the requirements for the user 
interface and for the physics. The technical support teams (configuration management, qual
ity assurance, independent verification and validation) organize themselves and write their 
respective operation plans. The prototype is built and demonstrated to the customer. Final 
specification documentation is completed, allowing the independent verification and valida
tion team to begin constructing the acceptance test suite and the documentation team to 
write the user manual. The architectural-level design with all interfaces is written, so the test 
and evaluation teams for both the PC and Mac versions can begin specifying the integration 
tests. The detailed design is completed, so the implementors can code. As these milestones 
are reached, the configuration control board meets regularly to decide if documentation is 
ready to be placed under configuration management. These meetings also include analysis 
of change requests and discrepancy reports generated against controlled items. As the 
coding progresses, the quality assurance group conducts code inspections and audits the 
development and testing process. When the implementation is complete and integrated, the 
acceptance tests are executed, the user manual is evaluated against the software, and the 
two versions are prepared for shipment. The final review is held, followed by a celebration at 
the nearest pub. 

4We are grateful to Prof. Linda Northrop of SUNY-Brockport for the idea of interviewing the students. She used 
the 1987 technical report as the basis for a course, innovated this idea, and fed it back to us [94]. It serves as an 
excellent method of quickly learning something about the students' backgrounds, as they are required to show up 
with a resume. Previously, the roles were assigned by the instructor based on pseudo-random choice and 
instinct. 
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10. Course Plan: Even Balance of Management, 
Engineering, and Tools 

This version of the introductory software engineering course was taught in the fall of 1989 by 
one of the authors (Shaw) using a project with a real deliverable for a real client. This case 
study describes the background and organization of the course and sketches the project. 
The description is drawn from a complete report on the course, including the supplemental 
materials and course handouts, prepared for the SEI Software Engineering Curriculum Proj
ect [25]. 

We decided that we could make the characteristics of software systems more vivid by 
choosing a project whose result could benefit some group on campus, preferably the cam
pus computing community at large. We polled the local community for suggestions and 
chose a proposal from the Information Technology Center (the group that developed 
Andrew, the campus-wide computing system). They proposed combining existing software 
facilities to create a bridge between electronic mail and facsimile transmission provided by a 
special fax board running in a personal computer. The students succeeded in developing a 
running prototype, which they demonstrated in a formal presentation and acceptance test at 
the client's site. 

In planning the lecture component of the course, we examined most of the popular text
books. None of them suited our conviction that the course should emphasize the technical 
substance that should lie behind design decisions. We decided that our students should be 
able to read material at the level of IEEE Software and IEEE Computer and, further, that the 
material would be more vivid in the words of the original authors. We therefore decided to 
teach the course from a collection of readings instead of a textbook. We had to allow lec
ture time for enough material on project planning, organization, and management to run the 
course project, as well as for introducing tools and technical information in support of the 
project. After making these allowances, we wound up with a roughly even balance of tech
nical, management, and tool topics, with a few lectures left to address the character of the 
profession. The reading list appears below. 

To discourage the students from devoting all their attention to the project (which often leads 
to ignoring material from lectures that would help with the project), we allocated 60% of the 
course grade to the group grade for the project and 40% to individual effort on the readings. 
We encouraged students to keep up with the readings by giving short quizzes and 
homework assignments on a daily basis instead of giving one or two exams. 
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10.1. Syllabus 
Objectives: Upon completion of this course, a student should: 

• Understand the difference between a program and a software product. 
• Be able to design and implement a module that will be integrated in a larger system. 

Each student will have demonstrated the ability to: 

• Work as a member of a project team, assuming various roles as necessary. 
• Create and follow project plans and test plans. 
• Create the full range of documents associated with software products. 
• Read and understand papers from the software literature. 

Computing: The project will be implemented as a service in Andrew (the campus computing facility). 
If you don't have an Andrew account, well help you get one. The course bulletin board is 
academic.cs.15-413 and various sub-bboards. Subscribe to them. 

Grading: 

• Project (60%): 8% for each phase: requirements, design, project plan, functional spec
ification, implementation, unit testing, integration, and client acceptance. 
Special incentive: if a complete product (specifications, project plan, internal and user 
documentation, and working code) with core functionality is delivered to the client as a 
joint effort of the course, all students will receive at least 55 points of 60 for the project. 

• Lectures (40%): 2% for each of 22 lectures: 1 point for short quiz on main point of the 
reading, 1 point for 1-2 page homework on main points of class discussion. 

• Instructors' evaluation: adjustment of up to 5%. 
• Standards: These were set at the beginning of the course to reduce competition for 

curved grades. 
A: 90+ 
B: 80-89 
C: 70-79 (including at least 25 points from lectures and 40 points from project) 
D: 65-69 (or 70-79 unbalanced) 
R: less than 65 

Lecture Topics [28 lectures, 22 with readings]: Because the project required certain information by 
certain developmental stages, the order of presentation was slightly different from the topical or
ganization. In addition, the topics on the nature of the profession did not come simultaneously. 

1. Introduction 

• Course organization (8/31). The nature of software engineering. A brief sketch 
of its history. Products versus systems. Introduction to project. Reading after 
class: Brooks 75 Ch 1. 

2. Life Cycle, Requirements, Specifications, Documentation 

• Requirements (9/7). Determining what the client actually wants. Expressing it 
precisely. Notations for requirements. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 6; Davis82. 

• Life cycles (9/12). The stages a software project goes through, from conception 
and development to maintenance and retirement. Models for this life cycle. How 
well the models match reality. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 13; Davis88. 

• Documentation (9/14). Retention and presentation of the information that is part 
of a software product but not explicit in the code. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 10,15. 
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3. Tools and Standards 

• Fax formats and protocols (9/19). Information about fax formats and communi
cation protocols that will be needed for the project. Reading: McComb89; CCITT 
Group 3 and Group 4. 

• Standards; Andrew (9/21). Role of standards in software. Information about the 
Andrew editor and libraries that will be needed for the project. Reading: 
Poston84-85. 

• Configuration management and version control (10/12). Consistency among ver
sions of subcomponents. Automation of system construction. Baselining and 
version control. Reading: Feldman79; Tichy82. 

4. Management 

• Project Planning (9/26 and 9/28). Justifying projects. Making them fit within exist
ing systems. Project organization and milestones. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 2, 3, 
14; Davenport89; Fairley86. 

• Estimation and Tracking (10/5 and 10/10). Predicting size of product. Estimating 
time required to create it. Models and statistics for these predictions. How well 
the models work. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 7, 8, 9; Myers78; Myers89; AdalC89. 

• Verification and validation (10/17). Techniques for gaining confidence that soft
ware works. Reading: Wallace89. 

5. Software Design 

• Abstraction (10/26). Role of abstraction in software engineering. Increasing ab
straction size as index of growth. Reading: Shaw84. 

• System Design (10/31 and 11/7). Conceptual integrity. System-level design 
techniques. Survey of design methodologies. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 4, 5; 
Lampson84; Bergland81. 

• Software Structures (11/2). System-level abstractions for software. Reading: 
Shaw89. 

• Software Reuse (11/9). Not reinventing the wheel. Reading: Prieto-Diaz87. 

6. Back End 

• Programming Environments (11/16). Tools and environments to support soft
ware development. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 12; Kernighan81; Dart87. 

• Testing (11/21). Planning and executing a testing strategy. Reading: 
Howden85. 

• Maintenance (11/30). Life after initial release. Fixing design errors, adding new 
features. Reading: Brooks75 Ch 11; Schneidewind87. 

7. The Software Engineering Profession 

• The engineering component of software engineering (10/3). Comparison of soft
ware engineering to older engineering disciplines. Lessons software engineering 
should draw from this comparison. 

• Status of the profession (10/24). Concerns and prospects of the software engi
neering profession. Reading: Musa85. 
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• 777e work force and the job market (11/14). What It's like to be a practitioner in 
software. Panel discussion with representatives from big software development, 
startup software, and application software companies, and a professional 
recruiter. 

• Intellectual property issues (12/5). Kinds of intellectual property protection. 
Ownership of results produced by programs. Reading: Legal Task Force 84, 
Gemignani85. 

8. Project Discussions 

• Requirements for project (9/5). Client presents needs and answers questions. 
• Client's design review (10/19). Presentations of design. Opportunity for mid-

course correction. 
• Internal review of project (11/28). Class discussion of project: progress, lessons 

learned. 

• Final presentations to client (12/7). Demonstration, acceptance test. 

Textbooks and Readings: 
• Frederick P. Brooks. The Mythical Man-Month. Addison Wesley, 1975, reprinted 1982. 
• Marvin V. Zelkowitz. Selected Reprints in Software, Third Edition. Computer Society Press, 

1987. 
References to Selected Reprints are papers reprinted in Zelkowitz. 

• [Ada IC89] Ada IC staff. "Test case study: estimating the cost of Ada software development." 
Ada Information Clearinghouse Newsletter, March 1989, pp. 4-6. 

• [Bergland81] G. D. Bergland. "A guided tour of program design methodologies." Selected 
Reprints, p. 28. 

• [Brooks75] Frederick P. Brooks Jr. The Mythical Man-Month. Addison-Wesley, 1975, reprinted 
1982. 

• [CCITT Group 3] CCITT. "Standardization of group 3 facsimile apparatus for document 
transmission." 

• [CCITT Group 4] CCITT. "Facsimile coding schemes and coding control functions for group 4 
facsimile apparatus." 

• [Dart87] Susan A. Dart et al, "Software development environments," IEEE Computer, Novem
ber 1987, pp. 18-28. 

• [Davenport89] Thomas H. Davenport. "The case of the soft software proposal." Harvard Bush 
ness Review, May-June 1989, pp. 12-24. 

• [Davis82] A. M. Davis, "The design of a family of application-oriented requirements languages." 
Selected Reprints, p. 20 

• [Davis88J A. M. Davis et al. "A strategy for comparing alternative software development life 
cycle models." IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, October 1988, pp. 1453-1461. 

• [Fairley86] Richard E. Fairley. "A guide for preparing software project management plans." 
Wang Institute Tech Report TR-86-14, November 1986. 

• [Feldman79] S. I. Feldman, "Make: a program for maintaining computer programs" Software 
Practice and Experience, April 1979, pp. 255-265. 

• [Gemignani85] M. C. Gemignani. "Who owns what software produces?" Selected Reprints, 
p. 121. 

• [Howden85] W. E. Howden. "The theory and practice of functional testing." Selected Reprints, 
p. 258. 
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• [Kernighan81] B. W. Kernighan et al. "The Unix programming environment." Selected 
Reprints, p. 287. 

• [Lampson84] B. W. Lampson. "Hints for computer system design." IEEE Software, January 
1984, pp. 11-28. 

• [Legal Task Force84] Task Force on Legal Aspects of Computer-Based Technology. 
"Protection of computer ideawork—today and tomorrow." Selected Reprints, p. 126. 

• [McComb89] Gordon McComb et al. The fax factor." MacUser, August 1989, pp. 149-160. 
• [Musa85] J . D. Musa. "Software engineering: the future of a profession." Selected Reprints, p. 

2. 
• [Myers78] W. Myers. "A statistical approach to scheduling software development." Selected 

Reprints, p. 53. 
• [Myers89] W. Myers. "Allow plenty of time for large-scale software." IEEE Software, July 1989, 

pp. 92-99. 
• [Poston84-85] Robert M. Poston. "Software standards." Three columns on software standards 

from IEEE Software, January 1984, May 1985, September 1985. 
• [Prieto-Diaz87] R. Prieto-Diaz et al. "Classifying software for reusability." Selected Reprints, 

p. 94. 
• [Schneidewind87] N. F. Schneidewind. "The state of software maintenance." IEEE Trans-

actions on Software Engineering, March 1987, pp. 303-310. 
• [Shaw84] M. Shaw. "Abstraction techniques in modern programming languages." Selected 

Reprints, p. 232 
• [Shaw89] M. Shaw. "Larger-scale systems require higher-level abstractions," Proc. Fifth Int'l 

Workshop on Software Specification and Design, May 89, pp. 143-146. 
• [Tichy82] W. F. Tichy, "Design, implementation, and evaluation of a revision control system." 

Proc. 6th Int'l Conference on Software Engineering, 1982, pp. 58-67. 
• [Wallace89] D. R. Wallace et al. "Software verification and validation: an overview." IEEE 

Software, May 1989, pp. 10-17. 

10.2. Project 
The main goal of the project was to give students a realistic view of the problems involved in 
the manufacture of a complex software system. Our intention was to avoid the "toy 
program" approach and make the project as realistic as possible. The project was sup
posed to provide a vehicle for the students to get hands-on experience with both technical 
and managerial aspects of building a large software system in cooperation with others. 

The project had to be of realistic size, something that could be done by about 20 students 
within one semester. This was a primary consideration in our selection of the proposal to 
connect electronic mail to fax transmissions, a project we called Workstation Fax. A task of 
this magnitude could not be done if the system had to be designed and implemented from 
scratch. Identification of existing software and hardware for reuse was therefore a major 
part of our project preparation. One of the attractive properties of the Workstation Fax 
proposal was that it identified several existing components and proposed a project that com
bined these elements to obtain the final product. That is, the students produced the "glue" 
to connect existing components, not stand-alone software. The main component to be 
reused was the Andrew mail message system. 
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In Workstation Fax the user sends and receives faxes via the Andrew mail facility without 
the need for producing hard copy. Sending a fax image from an Andrew workstation in
volves conversion of a text or Andrew raster image into Group 3 fax format. As part of the 
Andrew project, the ITC has built tool kits for dealing with a variety of raster image conver
sions, including Group 3 fax. This tool kit provided the underlying routines for manipulating 
fax images. Receiving a fax image via e-mail is more difficult because the delivery infor
mation on the cover sheet is not in digital form. It would be unrealistic to expect this project 
to include software to interpret the wide variety of cover page formats, including the hand
writing often used to provide routing. To deal with this, we decided to route incoming faxes 
manually by reusing the Andrew bulletin board facility: the incoming fax is posted on a spe
cial Andrew bulletin board and routed from there by a human to the final destination. To 
avoid requiring a full implementation of the Group 3 fax protocol (which would have been 
unreasonably difficult), we purchased a commercially available fax board that runs on an 
IBM PC. The Andrew file system provides mechanisms for file transfer to and from this PC. 

The emphasis in Workstation Fax was on functionality and usability; performance was sec
ondary. Receiving or sending fax images takes a matter of minutes; we therefore assumed 
that a system latency (the time between sending a fax and receiving it) on the order of 15-30 
minutes would be acceptable, assuming no additional delays in the mail system. 
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11. Administering a Project Course 
A first course in software engineering is a daunting experience for both student and teacher. 
The students must work in cooperation with one another on a project that uses almost all 
their computer science skills and illustrates the techniques taught in the class portion of the 
course. Since this is often the most interesting single course they take, students tend to 
throw themselves into it at the expense of other courses. Even when they do not want to live 
solely for the course, the new experience of having to cooperate with their peers instead of 
competing with them uses unforeseen amounts of energy in communication and com
promise. The instructor is also involved more heavily in this course than in most others he or 
she will teach. Giving advice and guidance, acquiring resources, and sitting in on reviews, 
walkthroughs, and other meetings demand a considerable time investment. However, for 
both student and teacher, the rewards of this course are great as well. The feeling of ac
complishment, the experience of learning to work together as a team, the use of skills 
previously exercised only in limited situations, all contribute to an exceptionally positive 
learning experience. Our former students often tell us that the only college friends they 
keep in touch with are their teammates from the software engineering course. Their positive 
feelings are reflected in significantly higher teaching ratings for the instructor. 

Despite the expected positive outcomes, the beginning teacher of this course has a 
thousand questions and fears. How do you find a reasonable project? Should you use a 
MrealM customer or make something up? How do you organize students into teams? What do 
they do? How do you keep the class meetings closely related to the project work? How 
should the project documents look? How do you grade teams? Will I see my spouse and 
children again before Christmas? 

11.1. Preliminary Preparation 
Getting ready to teach this course begins several months in advance. The instructor needs 
to determine class size, choose a project, select the development environment (including 
tools), and develop the syllabus. It is critical that these factors be decided before the first 
day of class because efficient launching of the project is critical to the overall success of the 
course. 

11.1.1. C lass Size 
A class of 15 to 20 students is enough critical mass to cause the communications and con
figuration control explosion that the instructor is trying to engineer. Actually, any larger num
ber helps you because it increases the entropy. However, to be realistic in terms of helping 
students, grading papers, and general management, 30 to 35 ought to be the absolute up
per limit. Any more than that compromises the instructor's ability to do the job. Using assis
tants often backfires since they also require management. Frankly, the main reason for 
keeping the class to 20 or so is that no more people are needed to successfully do a project 
that has a four-month development period. In one case, the actual number of students who 
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showed up the first day was 38. By the next class, eight had disappeared, presumably be
cause they had read the syllabus (a good reason for handing one out right away). The 
remaining 30 were too many for the actual project, so the instructor decided to develop a 
single set of requirements then do a dual implementation in Pascal and Ada. This meant 
that some roles would be duplicated (coders are needed for both languages, for example), 
thus creating work for more students. 

11.1.2. Choos ing a Project 
In a project-intensive course, it is very important to come up with an interesting project. The 
requirement for HinterestingH immediately eliminates the commonplace stuff like text editors, 
parts of operating systems, text editors, reservation systems, and text editors. Software en
gineering, though often tremendously exciting, has long stretches of tedium associated with 
it. A gripping project sustains and motivates the students. However, if the project is for a real 
customer, then that factor compensates somewhat for a little tedium. For example, some of 
our more recent project choices include an automated scouting analysis system for an 
NCAA Division I football team, a choreographer's assistant, a simulation of the Gemini 
spacecraft onboard guidance computer (including applications software), a mission planning 
simulator for a manned research station on Mars, and an orbital rendezvous simulator as a 
teaching exhibit for a science museum. The weakest project of these in terms of general 
interest was the choreographer's assistant, but the constant interaction with computer-naive 
dancers dependent totally on the students for technical expertise balanced things out. Also 
note that each of these projects was unlikely to have "experts" in the class that outshine the 
other students in requirements analysis. Choosing a project area in which students do not 
have much experience creates a situation in which the students have to interact with the 
user extensively during the requirements definition stage, thus developing a bond that can 
provide motivation throughout the project. 

So where are these fascinating projects? Everywhere. Non-profit agencies need all kinds 
of help; many engineering and science research groups on campus could use computational 
tools, and there are at least 432 football teams out there using manual scouting analysis 
methods. Many projects can be repeated after a suitable interval. When coaches are fired, 
the new coach almost always has a different offensive and defensive philosophy, which calls 
for a new scouting system. Research projects run out of funds and are replaced by new 
ones with similar requirements. There is nothing wrong with repeating a similar experience, 
just as long as it is new to the students. Some instructors have created continuing projects 
based on this principle. Walt Scacchi of the University of Southern California had many 
undergraduate and graduate students in software engineering courses participate in creat
ing programming tools. This class of projects survived for many years. 

11.1.3. Choos ing the Development Envi ronment 
After the project and class size are determined, the next step is choosing the development 
environment. Sometimes this is a trivial matter, when only one environment exists. If PCs or 
mainframe systems are all that are available, the project may have to be adapted. If PCs are 
available but the class size dictates that they will be overused, the class might have to stay 
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on the mainframes. Sometimes the customer will have a specific target machine. For in
stance, the football team whose scouting system we developed had a donation from a 
booster—an IBM System 23 with only BASIC. Our classes have used PCs, mainframes, 
MicroVax workstations, Macintosh lis, and superminis, all without having to abandon good 
software engineering practice. Furthermore, remember that only a small percentage of the 
class will be actually coding. During the choreographer's assistant project, we were limited 
to developing code on two graphics-equipped PCs, and this was no problem. Project docu
mentation, however, had to be maintained on a central mainframe system. 

A more important consideration is the availability of tools. Needed, at least, are an editor, an 
appropriate compiler, version control tools, and electronic mail and/or bulletin board facility. 
The first two are familiar to everyone and need no elaboration, although the availability of a 
particular compiler might limit the choice of machines. Configuration management and ver
sion control tools such as RCS under UNIX, CMS under VMS, and Softool's C C C under 
VM/CMS, provide most of what is needed. Without these or similar tools, configuration man
agement must be done manually. 

The e-mail or electronic bulletin board facility is extremely useful. The main difficulty in keep
ing this course realistic is that the students are not in the same general area all day as they 
would be in a software development company. Bulletin boards and e-mail help overcome 
that problem as most of the development information and out-of-class instruction can be 
transmitted by electronic mail. One of the authors handled about 1,400 messages relating to 
the course during a recent semester. Fortunately, most mainframe and minicomputer sys
tems now come with some sort of communications. Obviously, however, non-networked 
PCs cannot be used for mail. That is another reason to keep documentation and mail on 
some central system even if the target is a PC. 

11.2. Staffing 
A project-intensive course in software engineering requires considerable time and attention 
to detail on the part of the course staff. A list of things to be done by the instructor includes: 

• Preparing and presenting lectures. 
• Preparing and grading quizzes. 
• Preparing and grading homework. 
• Designing the project and anticipating where it can go astray. 
• Writing and revising project documents. 
• Setting up common procedures (version control, document templates). 
• Acquiring tools, components, and associated documentation. 
• Coordinating with the client. 
• Troubleshooting the lab. 

If a department provides teaching assistants, they can handle many of these tasks. If not, 
the instructor may be able to get graduate students to volunteer as group leaders and men-
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tors. If the course enrollment includes graduate students with more experience than the 
undergraduates, they can take on these roles. Another potential source of assistance is 
university staff, particularly if the project will yield a system of general utility. Programming 
staff are sometimes delighted to have the opportunity to get some teaching experience. 

11.3. Coordination Between Lectures and Project 
In a course organized around a project, synchronization between the class lectures and the 
project phases is very important. If synchronization is done well, students can instantiate 
class concepts almost immediately in the project and can apply the project experience in 
class. 

Most of the coordination takes place in pre-course planning, when lecture topics are 
scheduled. Lectures on activities most directly related to the project need to be scheduled 
at the times they will be most helpful, and any remaining lectures can then be arranged in 
the best available approximation to a coherent thread. Unfortunately, this plan requires 
about half of the lectures to be given in the first three weeks of the course. 

Synchronization is especially hard to achieve in the early phases of the project. The stu
dents are not yet familiar with certain concepts which are already needed for the project. 
Furthermore, it is not possible to have the students apply all the concepts taught in class. 
One solution to this problem would be to teach the course in two semesters. All the soft
ware engineering concepts would be taught in the first semester and then applied to the 
project in the second. Despite synchronization problems, however, we believe it is better to 
teach the course in one semester. We found that whenever the project demanded some 
knowledge before it was taught, the students were much more motivated when we covered 
the material in the lecture! 

Another way to keep the lectures coordinated with the project is to assign homework ques
tions in which students must apply lecture material to the project. 

11.4. Credit and Grading Policy 
A course of this kind presents several special problems, including: 

• Grading team efforts 
• Fostering cooperation rather than competition 
• Keeping lectures relevant 
• Getting the readings read 

We will discuss each problem in turn, describing how we addressed it. The common thread 
of our solutions is to be explicit about our objectives and align the incentives (primarily 
grades) with the behaviors we wish to encourage. This does, of course, force us to grade 
what's important rather than what's easy to grade. 
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11.4.1. Grading Team Efforts 
Grading a team of students is different from grading students individually. With group 
grades there is the danger that very active students might carry the load while others get a 
"free ride." Careful project management is the best way to avert this problem. Part of learn
ing to work in a team is learning how to share the load. It's always possible that a problem 
student will require special handling, but a good policy is to begin by assuming that groups 
can work together. 

An alternative is to assign individuals tasks that are specific enough for assigning individual, 
rather than group, grades. 

11.4.2. Fostering Cooperat ion Rather Than Competit ion 
Like many students, ours are competitive. This competition is often grade-directed, and un
certainties about class standings can distract students from learning. Even worse, students 
are (or claim to be) accustomed to courses graded "on a curve"—with a limit on the number 
of "A" and "B" grades awarded. This approach inhibits cooperation and even leads to coun
terproductive behavior that would lower some other student's grade. 

Because a project course depends critically on cooperation among students, we addressed 
this problem directly: we defused the uncertainty of the grading curve by publishing the 
grading scale at the beginning of the semester and declaring that there would not be a 
curve. In addition to assigning group grades (which promotes cooperation within groups), 
we provided a completion incentive: if the project passed the acceptance test through the 
efforts of the class as a whole, every student would receive at least 55 of the 60 project 
points. 

11.4.3. Keeping Lectures Relevant 
When the grade in a course depends primarily on project work, students tend to spend their 
time on the project instead of the lecture and associated readings. (This is true in program
ming courses in general; in extreme cases we've seen students so focused on making 
progress on a project with brute force that they wouldn't pay attention to the lectures telling 
them how to solve the problems easily.) 

We used several ways to convince students that the lectures were relevant. First, we com
mitted 40% of the course grade to individual performance in the lecture portion of the 
course. This is commensurate with our assessment of the appropriate balance of time and 
content; happily it also helps reduce apprehension about the vulnerability of one's own 
grade to the vagaries of other students. Second, we scheduled the material for presentation 
as nearly as possible at the time students would need it for the project. Finally, we usually 
wrote a homework assignment that required students to explain a connection between the 
lecture and the project. In more than one case, we then incorporated their answers into our 
next lecture. 
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11.4.4. Getting the Readings Read 
In any course, assigned readings are often postponed—usually until the night before the 
test. We have been daunted by the prospect of students trying to do the reading in this way. 

Thus, we gave a 5-minute quiz at the beginning of every class with an assigned reading 
(about 22 of the 28 classes). The quiz was easy and intended to determine whether the 
students had captured the main point of the reading. For the most part, the quizzes showed 
the students to be doing the reading. An added benefit was that the lectures could then 
assume the reading as shared context between the instructor and the students—so the lec
tures could provide motivation, context, and evaluation rather than just repeating the sub
stance of the reading. 
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Related SEI Publications 
A Software Engineering Project Course with a Real Client, Bernd Bruegge, John Cheng, 
Mary Shaw, CMU/SEI-91-EM-4 

This SEI educational materials package fully documents the project course styles 
described in Section 9 of this report. 

Materials to Support a Project-Intensive Introduction to Software Engineering, 
James A. Tomayko, CMU/SEI-91-EM-6. 

This SEI educational materials package fully documents the project course styles 
described in Chapter 10 of this report. 

Teaching a Project-Intensive Introduction to Software Engineering, James A. Tomayko, 
CMU/SEI-87-TR-20, DTIC: ADA200603. 

This report is meant as a guide to the teacher of the introductory course in soft
ware engineering. It contains a case study of a course based on a large project. 
Other models of course organization are also discussed. Additional materials 
used in teaching the course and samples of student-produced documentation are 
also available. 

Software Engineering Education Directory, CMU/SEI-91-TR-4, DTIC: ADA223704. 
Data for the current report was drawn from this directory. The directory provides 
information about software engineering courses and software engineering degree 
programs offered by colleges and universities, primarily in the United States. The 
most recent version of the directory is CMU/SEI-91 -TR-9. 

Software Maintenance Exercises for a Software Engineering Project Course, C. Engle, 
G. Ford, and T. Korson, CMU/SEI-89-EM-1, DTIC: ADA235779 

This report provides an operational software system of 10,000 lines of Ada and 
several exercises on that system. Concepts such as configuration management, 
regression testing, code reviews, and stepwise abstraction can be taught with 
these exercises. Diskettes containing code and documentation may be ordered 
for $10.00. Please request either IBM PC or Macintosh disk format. 

Software Project Management, James E. Tomayko, The Wichita State University, 
Harvey K. Hallman, Software Engineering Institute, SEI-CM-21, DTIC: ADA237048, 
July 1989. 

Software project management encompasses the knowledge, techniques, and 
tools necessary to manage the development of software products. This curric
ulum module discusses material that managers need to create a plan for software 
development, using effective estimation of size and effort, and to execute that plan 
with attention to productivity and quality. Within this context, topics such as risk 
management, alternative life-cycle models, development team organization, and 
management of technical people are also discussed. 
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Appendix 1: Survey Details 
This appendix includes summary material on software engineering courses reported in the 
Software Engineering Institute's 1990 survey [84]. It gives summary statistics on the 
courses, analyzes the textbooks reported in that survey, and lists the courses represented. 

As noted in Section 5, the reporting from surveyed schools was not uniform. In order to 
concentrate on software engineering courses, we deleted from our analysis courses whose 
titles or textbooks suggested that the main emphasis was in areas other than software engi
neering. We eliminated courses that appeared to be primarily about such topics as: 

• Information systems, database management systems 
• Programming-in-the-small, programming skills, data structures 
• Formal methods, specifications 
• User interface design, human factors, graphics 
• Artificial intelligence 
• Compilers, operating systems 
• Networking, communications 
• Real-time systems 
• Security, privacy 
• Procurement and contracting 
• Technical writing, communication 

Table 3 summarizes some basic information about the remaining 472 courses, which do 
focus on software engineering. Because graduate courses are often unofficially open to 
undergraduates, we have included them in the overall summary. Because of incomplete 
data, the totals are not consistent. 

As noted in Section 5, only 126 of the 165 institutions included in the survey provide courses 
explicitly open to undergraduates. Of those 205 courses, 51 (about 25%) are not neces
sarily offered every year. Most of the undergraduate courses require prerequisites, suggest
ing that they can synthesize lower level software development skills. In contrast, nearly a 
quarter of the graduate courses do not have prerequisites. Some of the prerequisite func
tion might be served by the admissions process of the graduate program, but some of the 
graduate courses appear to be Mre-treadM or conversion courses for software developers with 
original education in another discipline. 
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Both Grad. & 
Undergraduate Undergrad. Graduate Total 

Number 
courses 144 61 263 472 
schools 100 42 116 165 

Prerequisites? 
yes 138 59 193 391 
no 

CD
 

CM
 60 68 

Status 
required 74 7 99 181 
elective 60 41 144 245 
both 

CO
 7 11 21 

other 

CO
 

CO
 4 10 

Frequency 
biennial 3 9 25 37 
once a year 75 30 154 260 
once a term 33 7 27 67 
alternate terms 4 

CM
 8 14 

on demand 4 4 14 22 
other 24 7 22 53 

Number of Years Taught 
average 4.6 4.7 3.9 4.2 

Textbooks 
# distinct texts 44 26 91 116 
total # texts assigned 176 72 266 515 
mean # uses each text 4.0 2.8 2.9 4.4 

Table 3: Statistics on Software Engineering Courses 

Of the 472 courses examined, 135 do not assign textbooks, 224 use one text, 84 use two 
texts, and 29 use three or more. Undergraduate and graduate courses show a slightly dif
ferent pattern of textbook preferences; these are compared in Table 4, which lists texts in 
order of popularity. The most notable result of this comparison is the heavy reliance on 
selected readings in graduate courses but their near-absence in undergraduate courses. 
Pressman's Practitioner's Approach [104] dominates all categories, usually followed by Fair-
ley [47] and Sommerville [118]. Pressman's Beginner's Guide [105] and Gane's Structured 
System Analysis [54] are predominantly undergraduate texts, whereas Shooman [116] is 
predominantly a graduate text. The popularity of Booch's Software Engineering with 
Ada [21] is somewhat surprising in light of the fact that it is essentially an Ada programming 
text that emphasizes object-oriented development (abstract data types). 
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U n d e r g r a d u a t e B o t h G r a d & U n d e r g r a d G r a d u a t e To ta l 

Pressman(Pract) [104] Pressman(Pract) [104] Selected readings Pressman(Pract) [104] 

Fairley [47] Booch(SE/Ada) [21] Pressman(Pract) [104] Fairley [47] 

Sommervil le [118] Sommervil le [118] Fairley [47] Sommervil le [118] 

Manuals Manuals Sommervil le [118] Manuals 

Booch(SE/Ada) [21] Lamb [77] Shooman [116] Selected readings 

Brooks [24] Fairley [47] Manuals Booch(SE/Ada) [21] 

DeMarco(StrAnal) [40] Liskov [80] Booch(SE/Ada) [21] Brooks [24] 

Page - Jones(Des ign) [98] Selected readings Brooks [24] Shooman [116] 

Pressman(Beginner) [105] Brooks [24] Conte [35] Conte [35] 

Yourdon(StrAnal) [136] DeMillo [43] Boehm [19] Yourdon(StrAnal) [136] 

Gane(St r Anal) [54] Hausen [61] Yourdon(StrAnal) [136] Liskov [80] 

Lamb [77] Myers [92] Connor [34] Myers [92] 

Myers [92] (14-way tie for next slot) DeMarco(Projects) [42] Page - Jones(Des ign) [98] 

Wiener [133] Myers [92] Lamb [77] 

(7-way tie for next slot) Page- Jones(Des ign) [98] Boehm [19] 

T a b l e 4: C o m p a r i s o n o f T e x t S e l e c t i o n s b y C o u r s e L e v e l 

The textbooks, in order of overall popularity, are shown in Table 5. Note that, as is common 
with such data, the top 10% of the texts account for about 60% of the usage. Accordingly, 
we include the title in the table for only the 20% of the texts most often selected, and list the 
other texts by author only. Full citations are in the bibliography. 
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Textbook 

Pressman, Software Engineering: A Practitioner's Approach [104] 

Fairley, Software Engineering Concepts [47] 

Sommerville, Software Engineering [118] 

manuals on languages and tools 

selected readings 

Booch, Software Engineering with Ada [21] 

Brooks, Mythical Man-Month [24] 

Shooman, Software Engineering: Design, Reliability, and Management [116] 

Conte, Software Engineering Metrics and Models [35] 

Yourdon, Modem Structured Analysis [136] 

Liskov, Abstraction and Specification in Program Development [80] 

Myers, The Art of Software Testing [92] 

Page-Jones, The Practical Guide to Structured Systems Design [98] 

Lamb, Software Engineering: Planning for Change [77] 

Boehm, Software Engineering Economics [19] 

Pressman, Software Engineering: A Beginner's Guide [105] 

DeMarco, Structured Analysis and System Specification [40] 

Wiener, Software Engineering with Modula-2 and Ada [133] 

Beizer, Software Testing Techniques^] 

Connor, Information System Specification and Design Road Map [34] 

DeMarco, Controlling Software Projects: Management, Measurement, and Estimation [42] 

Fisher, CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering): Using the Newest Tools [49] 

Freeman, IEEE Tutorial on Software Design Techniques [53] 

Gane, Structured Systems Analysis: Tools and Techniques [54] 

Table 5: Textbooks Cited by All Courses in SEI Survey of SE Courses 



Used three times: 

Babich[5], DeMarco [41], 
Gilbert [60], K. & J . Kendall [71], 
Metzger [86], 
Pfleeger [102], Yourdon (Classics) [134], 
Yourdon (Structured Design) [137] 

Used twice: 

Aran [3], Barstow [7], Bauer [9], 
Beck [10], Bentley (Efficient Programs) [14], 
Booch (Components) [22], 
Brockmann [23], 
Cohen [33], Davis (Str Anal) [37], 
DeMillo[43], Freedman [51], 
Gehani [55], Gilb [59], 
Hausen [61], King [74], Kopetz [75], 
Meredith [85], Metzger [87], Miller [88], 
Peters [100], Peters [101], 
Radice [107], Shneiderman [115], 
Teague[120]f Thayer [121], 
Weinberg [130], Whitten [132] 

Used once: 

Abbott [1], Arthur [4], 
Backhouse [6], Basili [8], 
Beizer (Test & QA) [11], 
Bell [13], Bentley (Pearls) [15], 
Bergiand [16], 
Bersoff [17], Birrell[18], 
Bryan (Config Mgt) [26], Bryan (Product Assurance) [27], 
Buckley [28], Budde [29], 
Chandrasekaran [30], 
Charette[31], Chow [32], 
Darnell [36], Davis (Requirements) [38], 
Deutsch (V&V) [44], 
Deutsch (Quality) [45], 
Eliason [46], Freeman (Reuse) [52], 
Gilb (Metrics) [58], Hetzel [62], 
Humphrey [65], Hunke [66], 
Jones (SW Dev) [67], Jones (Productivity) [68], 
P. Kendall [70] 
Kernighan [72], Kezsbom [73], 
Kowal [76], Lewis [79], Londeix [81], 
Marca [82], Martin [83], Mills [90], 
Musa [91], Mynatt [93], 
Orr [95], Ould [96], 
Page-Jones (Proj Mgt) [97], Parikh [99], 
Powers [103], 
Putnam [106], Reifer [108], Sage [109], 
Semprevivo [111], Senn [112], 
Simpson [117], 
Steward [119], Turner [125], Vick [126], 
Wallace [127], Ward [128], Wetherbe [131] 

Table 5: Textbooks Cited, continued 
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The table on the following pages lists the 205 undergraduate courses that remained after we 
eliminated courses in the subjects list, as described in Section 5. The table includes courses 
designated in the SEI survey as open to undergraduates only and courses designated as 
open to both graduates and undergraduates. We realize that undergraduates are often ad
mitted to graduate courses, but those courses were not designed with undergraduates in 
mind. Thus the list presented here contains courses intended for undergraduates. 

Key to Table: 

School Name of college or university 
ST State 
Course Name of course 

Level Level of offering 
u: undergraduate 
b: both graduate and undergraduate 

Prer Prerequisites 
p: course has at least one prerequisite 
n: no prerequisites 
x: no information supplied 

Stat Status in requirements 
r: required 
e: elective 
b: both 
o: other 
x: no information supplied 

Freq Frequency of offering 
b: biennial 
y: once a year 
t: once a term 
a: alternate terms 
d: on demand 
o: other 
x: no information supplied 

Yrs Number of years the course has been taught 

#texts Number of textbooks used in the course 

next 7 columns Most popular texts; mark in a column indicates 
that the text was used in the course. Note that column headings 
are staggered to save space. Numbers in the first of these 
columns refer to Pressman, those in the second column refer 
to Sommerville, etc. 

other text Reference to any other text used in course 
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Survey of Software Engineering Courses - From SEI Software Engineering Education Directory, April 1990 

School 
Level Status Yrs Pre 

School ST Course Prereqs? Freq mexts 
U of AK Fairbanks AK Software Engineering u n r y 6 1 
Auburn U AL Software Engineering I b P e y 4 1 
Auburn U AL Intro to SW Engr u p r a 4 1 
Arizona St U AZ SW Design b p r t 5 1 
Arizona St U AZ Sw Proj Mgt, Dev I u p r t 9 1 
U of Arizona AZ SW Design b P r t 5 2 
Cal Tech CA Concurrency in Computation b P e 0 5 0 
Cal Tech CA Programming Lab b 

. 
Q. e 0 0 

Cal Poly, San Louis Obisp* CA Software Engineering I u P r 0 9 1 
Cal Poly, San Louis Obisp* CA Software Engineering II u P r 0 1 1 
Cal Poly, Pomona CA Software Engineering u P e 0 

CM
 1 

Cal St Chico CA Software Engineering u P e t 3 2 
Cal St Chico CA Sys Design u P r t 11 1 
Cal St Northridge CA SW Engr Economics b P e y 4 1 
Cal St Northridge CA SW Engr with Ada b P e y 3 1 
Cal St Northridge CA Prog Design Tech u P r t 9 

CM
 

Cal St Northridge CA SW Sys Dev & Lab u P e t 11 1 
Cal St Sacramento CA Cmptr SW Engr u P r t 5 1 
Cal St Sacramento CA Cmptr Sys Anlys u P e t 13 1 
Cal St Sacramento CA SW Engr Proj Mgt u P e y 11 2 
Cal St Sacramento CA Intro to Sys Eng u p e y 3 1 
Northrop U CA Software Engineering I u P e 0 3 1 
Northrop U CA Software Engineering II u P e y 1 0 
Northrop U CA Adv SW Design u P e y 3 1 
Santa Clara U CA Intro to SW Engr u P b y 4 1 
Stanford U CA SW Engr Lab b P e y 1 0 
U Cal Irvine CA Proj in Sys Design u n 0 t 1 1 
U Cal Santa Cruz CA SE Methodology u p e y 4 1 
U Southern Cal CA Intro to SW Engr u p r t 1 2 
U Southern Cal CA Design&Cnstr of Lg S W S y s u P e y 1 2 
U of CO, CO Springs CO Sys Eng Mgt b n e a 1 0 
U of CO, CO Springs CO SW Engr Lab b n e a 1 0 
U of CO, CO Springs CO Intro to SW Engr u n r t 1 1 
USAF Academy CO Sys A&D I u p r y 7 2 
USAF Academy CO Sys A&D II u P r y 7 1 

Pressman87 Fairley85 Booch87a Lamb88 
Sommerville89 Manuals Brooks82 Other texts 
1 
1 
1 

Liskov86 

Liskov86 

Wetherbe84 
Boehm81 

DeMarco79a, Gilbert83 
Gilbert83 
Steward87 
Kendall87 
Meredith89 
Sage77 
Pfleeger87 

Gane82 

Page-Jones88 

Wiener84 
Gane82 
Page-Jones88 
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Level Status Yrs Pre 

School ST Course Prereqs? Freq mexts 
USAF Academy CO RT Sys u P r y 1 0 
Central CT St U CT Intro to SW Engr u P e y 5 1 
American U DC Software Engineering u P e y 2 1 
George Washington U DC Sys SW & SW Engr u P r t 5 1 
FL Atlantic U FL Prin of SW Design u P r t 2 2 
U of Central FL FL Software Engineering I b P b y 1 2 
U of Hawaii, Hilo HI Compiler Th u P e y 4 0 
U of Hawaii, Hilo HI CS Applications u P e d 1 0 
U of Hawaii, Hilo HI SW Engr Math u P e y 3 
U of Hawaii, Hilo HI Sys A&D u P r y 5 7 

Iowa St U IA Software Engineering u n e 0 6 1 
U of Idaho ID Software Engineering b P e y 7 1 
U of Idaho ID SW QA & Test b P e y 4 2 
U of Idaho ID Empirical Studies In Progg b P e b 0 
U of Idaho ID CS Design I u P r t 7 1 
U of Idaho ID CS Design II u P r t 7 1 
Bradley U IL SysAnly&Design(SS&D) u 

Q. e 0 8 1 
Bradley U IL Intro to SW Engr u P e y 2 0 
DePaulU IL SW Projs u P r 0 6 0 
DePaulU IL Software Engineering u P r 0 6 1 
DePaulU IL SW Meas & Quality u P e y 2 1 
DePaulU IL Programming in Ada u n e y 3 1 
SolLU, EdwardsvilkIL SW Design & Dev b P e y 5 1 
Sangamon St U IL Intro to SW Engr u P e y 1 0 
U of IL Chicago IL Intro to SW Engr u P r 0 8 1 
Ul, Urbana-Champaign IL Software Engineering b P e y 6 2 
Ball St U IN SEI (Sys Anlys) u P r 0 11 3 
Ball St U IN SE II (Design & Dev) u P r 0 5 3 
Purdue U IN Software Engineering u P e t 1 1 
Rose-Hulman lofT IN Software Engineering u P r y 5 2 
Rose-Hulman lofT IN Senior CS Proj I & II u P r y 2 0 
U of Evansville IN Software Engineering u P r 0 1 0 
U of Evansville IN SW Engr Proj u P r t 1 0 
Wichita St U KS Intro to SW Engr b P e t 8 1 

Pressman87 Fairley85 Booch87a Lamb88 
Sommerville89 Manuals Brook$82 Other texts 

Wiener84 

Bell87 

Yourdon89 
Kendall88, Pressman88, 
Radice88, Yourdon89, Sel rdgs 
Shooman83 

Beizer90 Deutsch88 

DeMarco79a 

Conte86 

DeMarco79a Semprevivo82 
DeMarco79a Yourdon79b 
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School 
Northern KY U 
U of Louisville 
U of Louisville 
Western KY U 
Western KY U 
LA St U Shreveport 
Louisiana Tech U 
Louisiana Tech U 
Northeast LA U 
UofSouthwesternLA 
Boston U 
MIT 
Northeastern U 
U Mass, Amherst 
U Mass, Amherst 
Worcester Poly Inst 
U of Maryland 
Andrews U 
Andrews U 
Michigan St U 
Michigan Tech U 
Michigan Tech U 
Western Ml U 
St. Cloud St U 
St. Cloud St U 
St. Cloud St U 
St. Cloud St U 
U of Minnesota 
U of Minnesota 
U of Minnesota 
U of Minnesota 
U of Minnesota 

U of Minnesota 
Washington U 

ST Course 
KY Software Engineering 
KY Anlys&Design of InfoSys 
KY SpecTopics: Prog In the Lg 
KY Structured Sys Anlys 
KY Intro to CS: Ada 
LA SW Engr Proj 
LA Structured Design 
LA SW Methodology 
LA Software Engineering 
LA Intro to SW Meth 
MA SW Sys Design 
MA Lab in SW Engr 
MA SW Design & Dev 
MA Software Engineering 
MA Programming Meth 
MA Software Engineering 
MD SW Design & Dev 
Ml Sys Anlys I 
Ml Sys Anlys II 
Ml Sys SW Dev 
Ml Software Engineering 
Ml Sys SW Proj 
Ml SW Sys Dev 
MN Software Engineering I 
MN Software Engineering II 
MN Software Engineering III 
MN SW Engr Proj 
MN Software Engineering I 
MN Software Engineering II 
MN Software Engineering III 
MN SW Rqt, Design & Maint 
MN SW Ver&Val, Met 

MN SW Engr with Ada 
MO SW Engr Workshop 

Level Status Yrs Pressman87 Fairley85 Booch87a LambSd 
Prereqs? Freq mexts Sommerville89 Manuals Brooks82 Other texts 

u P r t 5 1 Pressman88 
u P r y 4 2 Martin88 Whitten89 
u P e b 2 3 1 1 Booch87b 
b P e y 5 0 
u P r y 3 1 1 
u P r t 5 1 1 
u P r 0 4 1 Plfeeger87 
u P e y 5 1 1 
u P r y 4 1 1 
b P e y 4 2 1 Kernighan78 
u P r y 4 1 1 

Kernighan78 

u P r t 1 1 Liskov86 
u P r a 6 1 1 
b P X y 5 2 Select readings Wiener84 
u P X 0 10 1 Wiener84 
u P 0 y 5 1 1 
b 
b 

P e t 6 2 1 Bryan88 b 
b P r y 5 1 Whitten89 

P r y 5 0 
u P r t 2 2 1 Beck90 
u P e y 3 1 1 
u P r t 1 1 Pressman88 

P b 0 8 2 1 1 
b 
b 

P e b 1 3 1 1 Selected readings b 
b P e b 1 2 1 Selected readings 
b P 0 b 1 3 1 1 Selected readings 
b P b b 1 1 1 

1 Selected readings 

b P e y 6 1 Liskov86 
b P e y 3 1 1 
b P e y 3 4 1 Demillo87 Hausen84 Myers79 
b P e b 3 2 Bergland81 Vick84 
b P e b 3 5 Conte86, DeMillo87, Hausen84 

Miller81, Myers79 
b P e y 3 1 1 

cr
 

P r 0 11 1 1 
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School ST 
Lenoir-Rhyne Col NC 
Lenoir-Rhyne Col NC 
North Carolina St U NC 
North Carolina St U NC 
North Carolina St U NC 
U of NC Chapel Hill NC 
North Dakota St U ND 
North Dakota St U ND 
North Dakota St U ND 
Dartmouth Col NH 
FaWeigh Dickinson U NJ 
Stockton St Col NJ 
NM InstofMining&Ted-NM 
New Mexico St U NM 
U of New Mexico NM 
Clarkson U NY 
Clarkson U NY 
Columbia U NY 
Columbia U NY 
Columbia U NY 
lona College NY 
Poly U Brooklyn NY 
RensselaerPofylnst NY 
St U of NY Col Brockport NY 
StUof NYBinghamtonNY 
Union College NY 
BowlingGreen St U OH 
Cleveland St U OH 
Cleveland St U OH 
Kent St U OH 
Ohio St U OH 
Ohio St U OH 
Ohio St U OH 
Wright St U OH 
Oregon St U OR 

Course 
SW Sys A&D 
SeniorProj-SE Option u 
SW Engr Proj u 
Intro to Programming Envts u 
SW Engr with Ada 
SW Engr Lab 
Sys Anlys 
Sys Test & Maint 
RT SW Design 
SW Design & Imp 
APLCUA 
SW Engr with Ada 
SWCnstr 
SWDev 
Intro to SW Engr 
SW Design & Dev 
SW Tools 
Software Engineering 
Sp Proj in CS 
SW Design Lab 
Software Engineering 
SW Design & Eng 
SW Design & Dev 
SW Sys Dev 
Software Engineering I 
Software Engineering 
SWDev 
Structured Sys Anlys 
Structured Sys Design 
SW Engr Proj 
Software Engineering 
SW Engr Proj 
Sys Programming 
Intro to SW Engr 
SW Design 

Level Status 
Prereqs? 

u p r 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
n 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

u 
b 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
b 
b 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
b 
u 
u 
u 
b 
b 
u 
b 
u 

r 
e 
e 
e 
b 
x 
r 
r 
r 
e 
e 
e 
r 
r 
e 
r 
b 
e 
r 
e 
e 
o 
r 
e 
x 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
r 
r 
r 

Freq 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
0 

d 
y 
o 
t 
y 
y 
y 
y 
d 
t 
y 
y 
y 
y 
b 
y 
y 
0 

0 

d 
o 
0 

t 
t 
t 

Yrs Pressman87 Fairley85 Booch87a Lamb88 
mexts Sommerville89 Manuals Brooks82 

1 
Other texts 

4 
1 
4 
4 
4 
53 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
6 
5 
2 
6 
2 
5 
5 
5 
4 
1 
2 
4 
5 
1 
8 
6 
6 
3 
5 

5 
1 
1 

1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
3 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 

1 1 

Freeman83 

Myers79 

Bentley86 

1 Brockmann86 

Mynatt90 
Teague85 
Page-Jones88 

Beck90 
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Survey of Software Engineering Courses From SEI Software Engineering Education Directory, April 1990 

Level Status Yrs Pressman87 Fairley85 Booch87a Lamb88 
School ST Course Prereqs? Freq mexts Sommerville89 Manuals Brooks82 Other texts 
Portland St U OR Software Engineering b P e y 4 0 
U of Oregon OR SW Methodology I u P r t 5 1 1 
U of Oregon OR SW Methodology II u p e 0 51 3 1 Bentley82 Page-Jones88 
Carnegie Mellon U PA Software Engineering u p e t 6 1 1 
Cheyney U PA SW Engr Using Ada b p e d 2 1 1 
Drexel U PA Software Engineering I u p r y 6 1 1 
Drexel U PA Software Engineering II u p e y 6 1 1 
Lehigh U PA Software Engineering u p r y 6 1 1 
PAStU PA SW Design Meth b p e y 4 2 1 1 
Shippensburg U PA SW Design for Info Sys u p e y 4 1 1 
Temple U PA SW Design u P e y 1 3 1 Meyers79 Yourdon79d 
Villanova U PA Software Engineering u P r y 4 2 1 1 
Clemson U SC SW Dev Methodology b P b t 5 1 1 
Clemson U SC Intro to SW Dev u P r t 1 1 
East Tenn St U TN Software Engineering u p r a 4 1 Pressman88 
East Tenn St U TN Adv Programming Tech u P r a 2 Page-Jones88 Yourdon89 
FiskU TN Sp Top: Intro to SW Engr u P e d 3 1 1 Booch87b 
U of TN Chattanooga TN Software Engineering I u P r y 10 1 Eliason90 
U of TN Chattanooga TN Software Engineering II u P r y 6 2 1 Hetzel88 
Vanderbift U TN Software Engineering b p e y 1 1 
Baylor U TX Intro to SW Engr b CL b y 4 2 1 1 
Southwest TX St U TX Software Engineering u p e y 5 2 1 1 
St. Edward's U TX Software Engineering u p e y 1 1 1 
TX Christian U TX Object Oriented Progg b p e d 0 
Texas Tech U TX Senior Proj Design u p r y 3 2 1 Fisher88 
Texas Tech U TX Senior Proj Imp Lab u P r y 3 2 1 Fisher88 
U Texas, Arlington TX Meth in SW Engr u p e y 6 2 1 1 
U Texas, Austin TX Software Engineering u p e t 7 1 1 
U Texas, El Paso TX Software Engineering I u p r y 4 1 1 
U Texas, El Paso TX SW Engr II (Proj Course) u p r y 4 0 
U Texas San AntonicTX Programming Meth u p r 0 1 2 1 1 
UofHouston.ClearLake TX SW Design Meth u p e y 3 1 Wallace87 
Brigham Young U UT Intro to SW Design u p r 0 10 2 1 Myers79 
Brigham Young U UT SWTest u p e 0 10 1 Beizer90 
Brigham Young U UT Sys Anlys u p e 0 10 2 DeMarco79s Gane82 

Table 6: Software Engineering Course Survey 



Survey of Software Engineering Courses - From SEI Software Engineering Education Directory, April 1990 

Level Status 
School ST Course Prereqs? 
U of Utah UT Software Engineering b P X 

U of Utah UT Software Engineering b P x 
U of Utah UT SW Engr Lab u P x 
Utah St U UT SW Sys u P r 
Col of William & Man VA Software Engineering b P e 
U of Virginia VA SW Engr Lab u P r 
VA Commonwealth IVA Software Engineering b P e 
Eastern WA U WA Senior Sem u P r 
Washington St U WA SW Dev u P e 
Washington St U WA SW Dev Lab u P e 
U Wise, Milwaukee Wl Intro to SW Engr b P r 
U Wise, Milwaukee Wl SW Engr Lab b CL e 
UWisc.Stout Wl Software Engineering u P b 
West Virginia U WVAda with SW Engr b P e 
West Virginia U WV Software Engineering u P e 
West Virginia U WV Prin of SW Dev u 

CL e 
West Virginia U WV Sys Anlys u P e 
U of Wyoming WY Software Engineering b P 0 

U of Wyoming WY SW Engr Lab b 

CL 0 

U of Aalberta AB Software Engineering u P r 
U of Victoria BC Software Engineering u P r 
U of Victoria BC Imp of SWEngrMeth b CL e 
Acadia U NS Software Engineering u P b 
Queen's U ON Modules and Spec u P e 
Queen's U ON Software Engineering b P e 
U of Ottawa ON Software Engineering I u P r 
U of Ottawa ON Software Engineering II u P r 
U of Waterloo ON Applications SW Engr u P e 
U of Waterloo ON SW Sys Design & Imp b P e 
Concordia U PQ Software Engineering u P r 
UofQuebecMontreal PQ Software Engineering u P r 
U of Regina SK Adv Sys A&D u P e 

Totals 

Yrs Pressman87 Fairley85 Booch87a Lamb88 
req mexts Sommerville89 Manuals Brooks82 Other texts 
X 0 
X 1 Liskov86 
X 0 
0 8 1 Turner84 
y 1 1 1 
y 6 1 1 
d 1 1 1 
y 4 1 1 
y 1 3 1 1 1 
y 1 1 1 
0 8 2 1 Darnell88 
y 1 0 
t 6 2 1 1 
y 3 1 1 
y 2 1 1 
y 5 0 
y 1 Yourdon89 
b 1 1 1 
b 1 0 
t 4 1 1 
t 6 1 1 
y 3 0 
y 4 1 1 
y 2 0 
y 4 1 1 
y 4 2 1 1 
y 6 2 1 1 
y 1 1 1 
t 1 1 1 
t 2 1 1 
b 5 1 1 
y 4 1 Kendall87 

4.64 1.21 38 31 29 20 18 12 8 
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